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Turnout at Elections Fund -Getting
Plans BegunCalled ’Disappointing’ Hartranft

Two election officials expressed disappointment yesterday over
the small number of students who have turned out to vote for candidates seeking 18 student government posts.
"I don’t believe the students are informed," stated Dave Hill.
"They’ve come up and said to me, ’Okay. I’ll vote, But I don’t know
what I’m voting for." He added thpt, "the students don’t seem in* Tel ested "
Ron Tuttle stated that the turnout was only "fair for the first
day of elections."

Final performances of "The
World is Round" will be tonight
and tomorrow night at 8:15 in the
College Theater.
Directed by Dr. James Clancy,
who translated it from the French,
the play is having its American
premiere.
The large cast of student actors
is led by Ivan Paulsen, who gives
an inspired performance as t he
Renaissance reformer, Savanarola.
"The World is Round" is admittedly a difficult play to follow,
seemingly erratic in action, but
Salactou had a reason, according
to Dr. Clancy.
"The development of a tightly
knit plot," he explained, "is never
his purpose . . . He brings to life
a situation which contains with
in it the conflict of opposing ideas
of man and the world; the process
of the play is the increasing exposure of the strength of that conflict."

Two Stanford Coeds
Killed in Collision
GILROY --(UP) - Two Stanford coeds were killed early yesterday when their tiny foreign
auto collided with A school bus
carrying 34 children on Pacheco
Pass Highway near here.
None of the children was injured. They were transferred to
another bus a n d continued to
school.
Dorothy Clark, 21, of 1520 W.
Pacific St., Los Angeles, was killed instantly. Her companion,
Nancy Harker, 20, of 401 S. Burnside, Glendale. died later at
Wheeler Hospital.
Investigating officers said ski
equipment on the girls’ German built car indicated they were headed for a holiday in the mountains.
William Bemichelio, 19, driver
of the bus, said the auto crossed
the highway dividing line and he
was unable to avoid hitting it.
There was a heavy fog’ on the
highway.

DRAGONS ON SALE.
A limited number of toy dragons
made by SJS students will be on
sale in the Bookstore Monday.
The wood, rubber and metal
dragons were made as a joint project by 10 men and 12 women
from a design and an education
class, respectively. Both classes are
taught by Dr. WLyne Champion.
associate professor of industrial
arts and education.

Clouds, Rain Forecast
T he ueatherman predleta
(loud) skies today And rain this.
eAening. The high temperature
still rasige bvtseren 13 anal 5$
send the CioUghl
In a southeasterly direction to, gentle winds of
I., 23 miles an hour, as cording
I,, Ihe bores-6.4er.
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Drama Run
Ends Dec 14

/

POLLS STILL OPEN
Polls will be open today from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Last year only
25 per cent of the student body
voted.
Forty-eight students are running
for offices. They include:
- fern a I e representative a t
large: Sandy Creech, Terri Galvin (incumbent), Marilyn Ouzts.
---senior male justice: Ron Gleason (incumbent).
Junior Class president: Nev
Griffin, Tom Liles, Lowell Young;
vice president: Richard Buxton,
Barry Jett, Paula Kessemeier: secretary: Louann Mariani; treasurer: Margie Jackson; one year council representative: Bill Douglas.
Dale Scott, Paul Thiltgen.
MORE CANDIDATES
Sophomore Class president: Ron
Conklin, Ron Robinson; vice president: Scott Kennedy; treasurer,
Martha Terzakis; one year representative: Sandy Barr, Jean Farnesi, Donna Dean; male justice:
Dick Christiana (incumbent); female justice: Judy Ashbrook;
Diane Beall (incumbent).
Freshman Class president:
Marsh Ward: vice president: Beth
litsairiak; secretary:
Sharon Brown, Donna Olson, Ann
Purpus ; treasurer: Dorothy B rogden, Ann Byde, Connie, Evans, Bob
Foster; one year representative:
Carl Maloney, Susan Wasson; half
year representative: Don Dunton.

Ski Club Sets
Deadline Today
Deadline to sign up for the Ski
Club Social, to be held Tuesday
from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Student
Union, is today, at 5 p.m., according to George Willamson, Ski Club
publicity chairman. Sign ups will
be in the Student Affairs Office.
The social will include a potluck dinner, recreation, and a
meeting. The dinner will be held
from 6 to 7 p.m. and will cost 35
cents for members and 60 cents
for guests of members.
Ski Club will supply ham, coffee and cake. Those attending the
dinner should bring salads, bread
and casseroles.

Dance After Tourney
The Hawaiians, a six piece combo, will provide music for the
dance which will he sponsored by
the Senior Class, Saturday night.
after the Novice Boxing Tournament. according to Nancy Penitenti, publicity chairman.

=
DATE BOOK
SATURDAY, DEC. 14
Alpha Chi Omega, pledge dance, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Alpha Tau Omega, Christmas dinner-dance, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., Sher
a ton -Pa lace lintel.
Beta Beta Beta, Christmas party, 1 to 11 p.m., Student Union,
Delta Zeta, pledge dance, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., Brookdale Lodge.
kappa Tau, Hobo’s Christmas, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Ix-I club, dinner-dance, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., Claremont Hotel.
l’i Kappa Alpha, Christmas party, 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.. 343 E. Reed St.
senior Class, dance, after Novice Boxing to 1 a.m., Women’s Gym.
speech and Drama, play, evening, College Theatre.
Theta (’hi, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Christmas party for underprivileged children. 2 to 5 p.m., Trinity Episcopal Church.
Theta XI, Cinderella Dance, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Wesley Foundation, pry -Christmas party, 8 p.m. to midnight,
24 N. 5th St.
SUNDAY. DEC. la
Alpha Omicron PI. Christmas party. chapter house.
Alpha Tau Omega. (’hi Omega, Christmas party.
Delta Upsilon, house Christmas p:trty. 7 to 9 p m . Delta Upsilon
house.
Faculty nodal Committee, faculty Christmas party. 3 to 6 p.m.,
library.
Iota Delta Phi, formal initiation, 7 to 10 p m Catholic Women.*
Center :Ind Student Union.
Musk Dept.. Christmas program, 2 10 pm . Concert Halt-PI Kappa Alpha, Delta Gamma, children s Christmas party, 1 tO
5 p ii . fled Barn.
Scabbard and Blade, initiation. 10 sm., College chapel.
Theta Chi, church, social, 10 a m. to 1 p.m.
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Novice Bouts
Set Tonight

By JOHN SALAMIDA
An action-pacied I4 -bout program is on tap tonight in Spartan
Gym as novice boxers clash in semi-final matches of the 21st annual
San Jose State Novice Boxing Tournament. First bout begins at 7:30.
The colorful milt tourney. under the supers ision of Spartan Boxing Coach Julie Menendez, is the highlight of the college’s intramural
program. It is open only to SJS students who have not competed in
an intercollegiate match.
Boxers representing nine teams will vie for trophies which will be
presented to the winner of each weight division, the outstanding boxer,
and the winning coach. Presentation of the awards will be made after
final matches Saturday night.
Final round competition will be held tomorrow night in Spartan
Gym. First of the 11 title matches will start at 8 o’clock, Menendez reports. If prior tournament performances hold true, Spartan Gym will
be full for the finals.
All bouts are acheduled for three rounds. Rounds In preliminary and semi-final matches will be One minute in length, uhile
In final bouts, rounds will ha- Increased to a minute and half.
The novice sluggers will use 14 oz. gloves, which are heavy in corn.
parison to 6 oz. gliaes used by professional boxers. Menendez points
out that by using heavy gloves, chances of injury are reduced.
Members of the varsity boxing squad are managers of the teams.
which are sponsored by various campus organizations. Managers and
their teams include: Pi Kappa Alpha, Bob Pace; Kappa Alpha, Dave
’READY AND WILLING’
Nelson; Theta Chi, Russ Camilleri; Phi Sigma Kappa, Bob Tafdya:
Emerson Doc) Arends, CampBaker Hall, Frank Castillo; Sigma Chi, Jack Coolidge; Student "Y,"
bell businessman and chairman of
Welyvin Stroud; Sigma Nu, Gary Webb; and Kappa Tau, Prentls
the Citizens Committee for a ProRichard Parks. In his. ((((( ’hie role as Chop Chin and the 1.olde
Porter and Mike Guerrero.
gressive San Jose State College,
Dragon, SUC4,111.4 In frightening the Emperor, played hy Barry
The Theta Chi team, managed by Tafoya, captured the team
said that his committee w a s
Montilla. They’ will appear .,ss-r KPIX. Channel I this Sunda) at
title In last year’s tourus’y. Telifil 0111fIliing% %%iii be COMI/iii‘d
I p.m.phuto hy Jim Iiisiduin.
"ready and willing" to begin a
the following basin: one point for a preliminary oin, three point%
fund raising campaign, but that
for semi-final %s in. and fist- points for a uin in the finals..
the plan must come from the colFour former SJS boxing stars will act as referees and judges.
lege itself. "As far as the comThey are Al Julian. a varsity boxer for three years: Dick Bender, only
mittee is concerned," he said, "we
Spartan pugilist to win a Pacific Coast Intercollegiate title two years:
are sitting in the background at
Darrell Dukes, a varsity boxer for three years; and Jack Scheberies,
the present time. All of us on the
1952 National AAU champion.
committee are eager to get going
Well-known former Spartan boxing coach, the late DeWitt Portal.
on this thing, but we feel that
was supervisor of the meet for 16 years. This will be Menendez’ fifth
leadership must come from the
year as tourney head.
college."
A cast of 20 zsJS drama students for children’s theatre as an M.A.
Winner% of the novice meet are eligible to participate in the All Arends also indicated that be wilt;appene-sans KPIX gen Fran- protect
Voltage Teurrominni, which win be heM 3/01.-7iftIVIVIi winners ;also
and his committee would welcome
Dr. David W. Parker, education
cisco, Sunday at 1 p.m. in an hourqualify for the novice di% ision of the Pacific Coast intererdlegiate
a public relations office on campus
director for KPIX, has arranged
that could handle fund raising. long television version of Sylvia for the time of the broadcast to tourney, scheduled for March 13.15 in Reno, Nev.
A standlag.room-enly crowd In the boxing room of the Mew.
not only for athletics but also for Cirone’s prize -w inning play, be donated to the college as a
Ciym yeaterday stewed the tournament’s seven opening bouts. Fans
other worthy projects. "In this we "Chop-Chin and the Golden Drag- public service. Fred Joslyn will
showed their approval of the thrilling action with loud hand clapfeel that there is a definite nerd," on."
direct.
ping and cheering at the end of each match.
he said.
roles will be taken by
Leading
The children’s play was written
Don Ilibson, boxing as an independent, copped a split decision win
Richard
Parks,
James
Bertino,
’EXTREMELY PLEASED’
in the playwrighting class of Dr. Davey Schmidt, Barry Montilla over John Frederick of Theta Chi in the top bout yesterday. The two
"I might ad d," Arends said.
sluggers fought toe-to-toe during all three rounds. Earl White of Sig"that we are extremely. pleased Harold Crain last year and was and Eric Faust.
ma Chi held off a last ditch rally by Bill afeChiskey of ISKA to earn
cast
are
Byron
Others
in
the
production
this year
with the way things have de- developed for
a close decision in another nip and tuck match.
Craig,
Barry
Verdi,
Edwin
Walls,
veloped."
Thursday’s results:
Clark Mires, Charles Latona.
Hartranft said that the new
140 lbs.Bill Williams (Kappa Alpha) (hi Ron Holley (Pi Kappa Alpha).
Sandra Lewis, Yvonne Jackson
policy could not produce a chamRon Conilin (Kappa Tau) def. Ml. tool (Saler Hall).
Josephine Mindlin, James Brews- 145 )bs.Don Sanders (Kappa Alpha) def. Gordon Machado (Saler
pionship football team overnight.
Hall).
ter, Emmett Murphy, Nancy Dunn, 155 lbs.Des Hibson (Indeprosdesre)do+. defm f,ederisit iThete Chi).
"In the past we have not been
Earl White (Sigma
d.(. Sill McCloskey lei Kappa Alpha).
Hamner,
r
y
Gar
Burch.
Judith
able to recruit players under a
Dr. Vincent Salmon, of the
Nd Porter (Kappa Trod def. Alden Long (Kappa Alpha).
freshman program. Now we can, Stanford Research Institute, will Charles Cook and Melvin PeterGary Webb (Sigma Nu) def. 0.1". Carlson (Pi Kappa Alpha).
son.
and this will make a tremendous he guest speaker this evening at
Tonight’s schedule of bouts:
Jacquie Mundell has worked as 170 lbs Tors Shigimoto (Theta Chi)
difference, since we will be able a general meeting of the Student
as. 0izlph4 Chagnon (Kappa Alpha).
rehearduring
director
130 lbs.Jim Eddy (Thf Chi) vs Robert David (Student "V").
to guide a player’s progress over Chapter of the California Society assistant
135
lbs
Jrry
TV
ford
circuit
(Phi Sigma Kappa) vs. Marsh Campbell (Kappa Alpha).
sals before the closed
a period of two or three years."
of ProfeAsional Engineers in E-118.
Joe Gallo (Sigma Chi) vs. Ray Fitzhugh (Kappa Tau).
cameras under Frank McCann,
140 lbs Carlos Saldivar (Phi Sigma Kappa) vs Sill wimams (Kappa Alpha).
TRAINING TABLE
assistant professor of speech.
Drtell Adams (Theta Chill vs. Ron Conklin (Kappa T,.).
Under the new rules of the West
"Power of Will," a German film
The five settings for the pro- 145 lbs.Ron Riley (Phi Sigma Kappa) vs, Dean Sanders (Kappa Alpha).
Coast Athletic Conference. SJS about Adolf Hitler, will be shown
Mike Verner (Sigin Chi)
Clerenc Nitns (Thet Chi).
duction, which will be transported
will legally be able to provide a today at 12:30 and 2:30 p.m. in
155 lbs Dos Khios iSkyna Nu) vs. Earl Whit (Sigma Chi).
to the San Francisco studio, were
Ned Porter (Kappa Tau) vs. Gary Webb (Sigma NO.
training table for its players, giv- Morris Dailey Auditorium.
designed by J. Wendell Johnson 165 lbs.Fiod Chapman (Sigrna Chi) ss. Dorsals Fitzpatrick (Phi Sigma Kappa).
ing them one meal per day and
and constructed under James Lies 175 )b..John Colombero (Pi Kappa Alpha) vs. Jae Fiorentino (Theta Chill.
tuition and fees as well as providThe Music Department will pre140 lbs.Strin Kith (.)iT
Chi) vs. Ray Penchariao (Stadsnt "r").
ing an athlete with an on -campus sent its annual Christmas Con- supervision.
HeiseyseeightJerre Schsiwiss (Kappa Tau) vs. Chuck Ennis (Theta Chi).
Students working on the tech_
job not to exceed $100 per month cert Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the
nical crew are Alex Zanin, Jim
ialary.
Concert Hall.
Baldwin, Neil Darrough, Jo h n
Hall, Donn Simpson. David Vaster
tine, Ron Gleason. Robert Stia
cener, Don Mendzet Jan Moellci
ing, Mary Zwark, Melvin Swop,
Enis Di Pasquale. Virgil Beckhan
and Kevin Swanson.
; SJS faculty members will hold of the women’s faculty club; Lee
their annual faculty Christmas Newby, president of the men’s
tea Sunday from 4 to 5:30 p.m. faculty club, Dr. Elizabeth Greenin the Student Union.
leaf, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd GreenThe party. sponsored by the leaf, Dr. and Mrs. Richard Tanrtculty Wives and the faculty sey, Mr. and Mrs. Willard Saundal committee, will follow the ders, Dr. and Mrs. Fran Is Ii n
How do you cook a bear?
Music Department’s Christmas MacDonald. Dr. and Mrs. Burton
"You start by putting it in a program in the Concert Hall at Brazil.
Dr. and Mrs. William Chihandy hollow tree containing a ’ 230 p.m.
sel, Mr. and Mrs. S. Brooks Walbeehive. In this way the meat will I Mrs. Fern Wendt is in charge
marinate in honey."
of refreshments. and Mrs. Gladys ton and Mr. and Mrs. J. Reid
\Vhen Bud Winter, SJS track Vogelman is decorations chairman. Scott.
and field coach, volunteered the Daniel Lopez designed the invitaabove information one day, he lions, mailed tinder direction of
41 Una OM Wito
answered the phone and was told Miss Marie Curtis.
Presiding at the tea tables will
Sunset Magazine wanted a recipe
be Mr*. John T. NVahlquiRt, Mrs
for bear.
Don’t change
Tie was kidding, of course, but L. D. Bohnett, Mrs. Joe West, MI,
girls just because
II
it really WEIS Sunset Magazine on Hartley Snyder. Mrs Izetts Pro
it’s Christmas!
the phone. VV inter writes hunting Omni. Mrs. Edith Germaine, MI,
111
and fishing articles for the West Helen Dimmick and Dr, Doroth)
Roos has just the
Kaucher.
Coast magazine.
gilt to suit the
Assisting with the serving will
His rertipe for ’saddle of venistate of your
son," hoaever. did win him the he Mrs. Dorothy Hadley, Miss
romance. And
"chef of the west" award and has Marie Carr, Miss Patricia O’Donremember, you
been awarded a place in "Cook - nell. Mrs. 1.ydia Boothby. Miss
ing for the Bold and Fearless," a Patricia Nipps, Miss Mary Marcan charge it
book of the "all time hit parade of garet Neal. Mrs. Lois Henderson Es
at Roos t
and
d
e
a
Mrs, k
Pm
Prosser,
Eleanor
Miss .
original recipes.,"recipes.,"Winter reporte ,
6 mantas to Pay.
The coach said t he venison: ford Bush, Mrs. Byron Bolling,’
_
0
recipe was the one "he least ex -1 Mrs. Walter MrPttersoh, Me*.
pected to win." adding that "Aha- !ley Goddard. and Mrs Louis Mel
"nearly done." decides track coach Bud Wilder. 1111 he bears doun
lone Supreme" is his favorite ere- I The receiving line will
ran the Joh of preparing a WM of bear steaks. "cooking," alias
Miss Catherine Wallace, president
ation.
’it inter, "is a bearphoto by Mary Goetz.

By BILL GODFREY
After Wednesday’s announcement that SJS would abide by the
athletic code of the West Coast
Athletic Conference in football
as well as other sports, the Athletic Department immediately began working on a plan to raise
the necessary funds called tor under an increased aid to athletes
policy, S. Glenn (Tiny) Hart. ’
ranft, Men’s Physical Education
Department head, revealed today.
Hartranft said that the plan is
still in the formative stage at
this time, but a definite program
of fund raising is being put together. "We realize the importance
of Speed in this matter," he said.
He hinted that the program
would have to be a community effort backed by persons interestedl
in San Jose State’s football future. I

Students To Present
’Chop -Chin’ on KPIX

cpartadriep

SJS Faculty Members
Plan Christmas Tea

THE BEAR FACTS

Track ’Chef’ Offers
Cooked Bear Recipe

I

frizo...

111

-WO

1

MP

MATERNAL NURSES -TO BE

Dear Thrust and Parry:
The Dec. 10 edition of the San
Jose Mercury reports that now we
have been relieved from the State’
Council of College Presidents code,
and that Dr. Wahlgutst, the athletic department heads, and the
college’s advisory committee on
athletics. will meet to decide which
conference to join.
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By BOB KAUTH
Poor Uncle Sam. He is suffering dearly under the "pains of democracy."
"Pains of democracy" I have labeled them, referring to the critical
comments alkmed under the American concept of democracy. Freedom of speech and press. which is the privilege to inflict such wounds,
is guaranteed by the United States Constitution.
Criticism is desirable, of course, but only when it is of some

much public support. Man) backers of this "policy" are editorial
writers for some of the nation’s most influential newspapers.
The "Keep Mum Policy" is definitely not in Uncle Sam’s beat

interests. Nor is it in the best interest of the public.
I am not alone in this belief. Since its birth, the press has
been fighting gosernment censorship and bureaucratic secrecy.
The Mons Subcommittee is insestigating The Eisenhower Security
Order 10-501, nhich grants censorship privileges to 17 federal
agency heads, all in the -... sacred name of national security."
As a result of the security order, the executive department has

been able to "manage the news." thus concealing all but final decisions from the press and public on grounds of "confidential, executive
business.
I am not suggesting that Uncle Sam should make available his
tomplete atomic vocabulary for dissemination to the public. However,
the concealment of such epic-making occurrences as the rocketing into
space of a satellite or a space vehicle, which is recommended under
ithe "Keep Mum Policy." would indeed be a step forward in the wrong
direction.
If the Vanguard launching had been attempted in secrecy
and had been successful. no doubt the "Keep Mum Policy" would
hase been severely attacked by press and public. There would
have been much "viewing with alarm." more than is Uncle Sam’s
policy of open declaration of the Vanguard launching.

And the loundest, bravest and most belligerent critics, undoubtedly, would have been the loudest, bravest and most belligerent of the
current "Keep Mum Policy" supporters.

etmorocco

4805 EL CAMINO, SANTA CLARA AX6-1987
SALAD BOWL

SOUP DU JOUR FAMILY SOWL

SMORGASBORD

DINNER

MIXED FRESH GARDEN GREEN VEGETABLES

CHEF’S SPECIAL DRESSING
DESERT

HOT MUFFINS AND HONEY
COFFEE
$195

We Cater To Banquets

DANCING

BIER GARDEN

DANCING

15c WASH

10c DRY

ADA’S LAUNDERETTE
409 E. Santa Clara near 9th Street
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. including SUNDAYS

EMILY ABLE7

CYpress 2-6880

f",_,BERT ABLETT

Discussing maternal child health problems with two faculty members are three sophomore nurses in uniform. Miss Banda Gipson.
left, and Miss Honer’s- Holtz are standing. Seated are Mrs. Helen
Stevens, left. Miss Joan Princehouse, center and I is Geraldine
Morgardo. Both teachers are assistant professors of nursing.
photo by Mary Goetz.

Angels of Mercy
Trained at SJS
By ESTELLA COX
One never knows when he’ll
need an "angel of mercy’s" care.
Whatever the circumstances, it
won’t matter
if he has a good
nurse.
Nursing, one of the nine youngest SJS departments, has advanced
in prestige, enrollment and faculty
personnel since its establishment
in 1953.
Miss Grace Staple, department
head, and Mrs. It i zp a h Lindstrom, associate professor of
nursing, mere the first faculty
members. Tod a y, the faculty
numbers 13, 11 of which have
M.A.’s in nursing and 2 are completing them.

CAKES
DONUTS

PIES
SNAILS

COOKIES
CUP

courses taken on campus and all
except six units of nursing at Agnews, San Jose and Santa Clara
County Hospitals. Other training
is received at the San Jose, Santa
Clara and Visiting Nurses Assn,
health agencies.
T h e Student Nurses Assn. is
American
tofrthe
ap
,nsNurses
sA
Miss Carolyn Koeck, one of the
first -year juniors. is president.
Many job opportunities and
adequate scholarships for advanced training and education
are open to zraduates,
Staple declared.

equivalent to retaining the State
College President’s code.

’I Don’t Minimize It’

"Don’t you sometimes in er-emphasize emotion?" I asked him.
I was disturbed by President The reply: "We’ll just say I don’t minimize it."
Teenagers pounded at the door and Berry excused himself.
Wahlquist’s statement that the
Placing a Newport cigarette between his teeth, he snapped on a
meeting with Dr. Roy Simpson
pair of green shades and stepped outside to greet his public.
was "incidental" to regular busiWhen Berry returned, he momentarily turned philosophical:
ness he was transacting in Sacra"You know . . . there would be fewer fights and trouble if the
mento, and that the Citizen’s Compolice would just let these young people get their autographs."
mittee was nof invited.
Tyron Emerick
ASB 1717
JOE RUSSO

Miss

SAL DAVIDE

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clara
CY 2-7726

KV; SUVIO

Bargain Prices
Fresh Meats
Excellent Service

Sandwiches

rind

Spaghetti
Baked Lasagna

And,

LINK SAUSAGE

Drive out El domino just past Santa Clara City.
Santa-Grarss
or go t 31211

Lb. .50c
PORK SHOULDER
PICNIC

Out Orders

Tab

Phone AX 6.

e or sour par

whether

Tender Smoked

Lb. 39c
LAMB RIB CHOPS
Grade A Cho’c

Lb. 68c

,
Sit71114.
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Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, Calif., under die
act 04 March 3, 1879, Member Califor
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Published daily by the Associated Students of San Jose State College, except
Saturday and Sunday, during the college
yisar with one issue during each final
examination period.
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LEIGH WEIMERS
Business Mgr....LARRY KAUFMAN
Day Editor, this issue
BILL GODFREY

AT 5:00

at no extra charge

to make your party tops.

sounds but also thinks with
He not only creates nosel,
gusto. He’s probably the country’s only rock -’n -roller with two inventions pending.

Included in the four-year program a rr general education

IN BY 9.00 OUT

We have a complete line of bakery goods

Berry Thinks With Gusto
hectic

ized fields such as maternity,
medical a n d surgical nursing.
The Increasingly popular area
of public health nursing includes
the school, industrial and home
visiting nurses.

Drive -In Cleaners
2,d & San Carlos

PLANNING A PARTY?

out,’
Every so often we meet a striking personality, somebody "way
as the cats would say.
Chuck Ber’rywho wrote and recorded "Mabalene," "Roll Over
Beethoven" and "Schooldays"completely fills this mold.
Berry, whom we first saw two years ago at the Forum in Montreal, was in San Jose (his birthplace) recently and this writer had an
opportunity to spend a couple of hours with him.

"Most of my time Is spent on a couple
The Mercury also reports: "He
help
told us. "Both should help the American people. One nill
I President Wahlquist I said he
engine which I
miniature
a
is
other
the
body;
human
the
beautify
favored the West Coast Athletic
can’t talk about quite yet."
Conference %%tide the California
Tent.
It took seven recordings for Berry to get inside the Big
Collegiate Athletic Assn, also must
true . . .") and it
be considered. He added he Then, he wrote "Mabalene" (-Why can’t you be
thought the chances of getting in jumped into the No. 1 spot on the national charts.
"I wrote that about a cow called Mabalene," Berry volunteered.
the FCC were "remote."
This must come as a letdown to the chicks named Mabalene who
If I remember right the student have attributed romantic symbolism the song.
body voted to play either all major,
"Roll Over Beethoven" was Berry’s next hit. This tune puts his
or mixed schools, in the poll be- creative humor on display; it went over 500,000 sales.
fore Thanksgiving. Also, I believe
"Schooldays"---written after Berry interviewed more than 50 high
that many of the students would schoolers -has received big play, too. It’s also around the half -million
like to wait to see what happens mark.
in the FCC.
The slim -trim (6-I, 16A-111.) Berry is senii-sineie ("Let’s say
marital obligations, but am not married." lie offered.)
have
I
It seems to me that joining one
Onstage, he is a frenzied, perspiring performer who always moof the conferences which the president has suggested would be the bilizes an all-out effort.

Department offices will be
housed on third floor of the new
health building, to be constructed.
Upon being graduated with a she concluded. Present offices are
B. S. in nursing. the 150 student in the barrack,sasear Fifth street.
nurses will be eligible to attain
the Registered Nurse and Public
SAHARA
Health Nurse certificates.
Before the department was set
OIL CO.
up, students and R. N’s received
Regular 30.9
BA’s in nursing education.
Ethel 33.9
specialStudents may enter
SECOND & WILLIAMS

SHANK’S
San Jose, California

E. POE

of inventions," Berry

constructive salue. Criticisms too often are based upon hasty,
emotional reactions to crises, Hither than cool-headed analysis.
This appears to apply in Uncle Sam’s current ease.
First, he was slugged with a Sputnik 1 and a Sputnik II. Then

he again appeared the fool when the N’anguard, Uncle Sam’s pintsized Sputnik I. didn t get off the ground. Thus, today, he is especially vulnerable to attack.
He has received a number of "pep talks" in the form of criticism.
Many of these base been of value. The most popular of the ’’pep
talks,- however, is based upon the public’s emotional reaction to
a crisis.
I am referring to the "Keep Mum Policy" currently receiving

seat
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Al, 4-Door Sedon-brimming with bold new beauty!

Come try the quickest combination on the road!

CHEVY’S TURBO "THRUST 1/8
WITH TURBOGLIDE

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

(he Bei Air Impala Sport Coupe
-one ot two new super sport models,

Ladies Dress 1.10
PL. ’r.

CAKES

ROLLS

-1*

Partics are ow. Speciality!

There’s never

"If it comes from the Cottage
Baked _Fret& Daily

good to Eat!"

IN BY 9
OUT AT 5
DRY CLEANERS
SHIRT LAUNDRY
D.,ectly Brrh;nel hinwt,e,ty’s
eaMe

been an engine-drive combination like this one!
Chevrolet’s Turbo-Thrust V8* introduces
a radical new slant on engine efficiency with
the combustion chambers located in the
block rather than in the head. Turboglides
thc other half of the teamis the only
triple -turbine automatic drive in Chevy’s

field. It takes you from a standstill through
cruising in a single sweep of motion. Harness these triple turbines to a 250-h.p.
Turbo-Thrust V8or the 280-h.p. Super
Turbo-Thrust’ --and you step out instantly
in any speed range. Nothing else on the road
goes into action so quickly, so smoothly.
Your Chevrolet dealer has the combination!

581

Optional at extra cost.

On! Perseited nagrotif dialers diptoy

laA.Ais

tsk^,s,"

--

4,.%.41/11.

oee ourtarai Authorized
-

Chevrolet Dealer

Spartan Cagers Mix With Stanford Tomorrow Night
By RANDIE E. POE
Like Old MacDonald, SJS’ cage
team heads toward the Farm tomorrow night, seeking win No. 2
against Stanford’s upbeat Indians.
Tip-off time is 8 p.m.
Unfortunately, the Spartans returned from Oregon yesterday
with two setbacks in the satchel
Excess fouling and a lack of re-

Egeland was the top scorer in
the second Duck tilt, bagging 17.
He hit 15 in the first encounter.
Diaz bucketed 18 in the Spartans’
first loss to the Ducks.
LOST ITS FURY
After opening up with a triumph
over San Francisco State, SJS lost
its fury. Cal whipped the Spartans
by showing the Spartans that rebounding were contributing fac- bounding is a many-splendored
thing. Only Egeland performed up
tors in the SJS defeats.
On Tuesday, the Ducks grabbed to par against the Bears. Then
a 72-67 win; the Spartans fell came Oregon’s twin triumphs.
Tomorrow night’s attraction
62-53 Wednesday.
will he the locals’ final appearance in this area until the Dec.
27-28 two-tinter against Arizona
Shop at VALLEY FAIR
State of Tempe.
Stanford’s squad is comprised
entirely of sophS and juniors, while
the Spartans operate with almost
at the
a complete upper-class combo.
However. McPherson might b e
willing to accept a few Palo Alto
neophytes.
SPLIT LAST YEAR
The Spartans split with Stan2801 STEVENS CREEK RD.
ford in a two -game set last year.
VALLEY FAIR
A1.40 %WC(’ for Spartan activPS.: The Branding Iron is rite
ity are RWIj. l’Irey, Jon Harris.
next door
Don Reid,
Embers and
Arney Lundquist, and Denny
PINECONE
Rano,
Stanford’s major reserves are
al r
Coupon
John Pflueger, Gerry Thuesen,
Reduction Lac
on

Chris Burford and John Starder
and Kent Carter.
So, with a 1-3 record. McPherson’s warriors mix with Howie
Dallmar’s unexpectedly tough
Indians. who have topped COP and
BiliKTAN DAILY-3 St. Mary’s in their first two contests.

paigtait cpoPt4
f-riday, Decemrier 13, 1957

TWO CLASSY NEWCOMERS
Although Stanford lost seven of
12 lettermen. including hotshot
Bill Bond and Carl Isaacs. Dell mar has plugged the gaps with
two classy newcomers, 6-3 Arrillaga and 6-8 Neal Brockmeyer.
A 20-year -old soph from Inglewood, Arrillaga looks like one of
the best prospects on the West
Coast.
A lack of tall talent handicapped the Indians last season,

Then ...
Relax and Dine

hot thither -topping Rrockmeyer
promises to provide n e w re-

PINECONE

bounding spark. He was It stick out in the first two Indian wins.

Restaurant

HAGA, ARRILLAGA READY
Vet Dick Haga, a 6-5 junior,
teams with Arrillaga at forward,
with Neumann, 6-1, Stanford’s see-

THIS-COUPON GOOD FOR
$1.00
ON ANY PURCHASE
OF $3 75 OR MORE

Kentucky Fried
Chicken
With This Coupon Just .

.

Ed Eby, Florist

51.50

525 E. Santa Clara
One of the seterans expected to lead favored Stanford against
SJS tomorrow night is Paul Neumann. Neumann has been instrumental in Stanford’s two wins thus far over St. Mary’s and COP.
SJS, on the other hand, started with a win over SF State but
dropped games to Cal and Oregon (twice).

SANTA CLARA SPORT SHOP
-Everything for the Sportsman-

Spartan Mat Team
Seeks Tourney Win

. . . FEATURING . . .
SKI Rentals . . . Retail . . . Repairs
SKI Accessories & Equipment
SKI Clothing
Let us help you plan your ski trip

SANTA CLARA SPORT SHOP
1485 Franklin Street

Free Parking

AX 6-2820

Holiday Time
is
Be-Lovely-Time
with an exciting
new hair-do!

Seeking its 11th conseeutive
tournament victory, the San Jose
, State wrestling squad will compete
with nine other teams tomorrow
In the annual Pacific Assn. AAU
Novice meet at 10 a.m. in Spartan
Gym.
Coach Hugh Mumby’s Spartan
grapplers never have lost in the
tourney, capturing 10 wins in succession. Fifteen SJS novice wrestlers are entered in the annual
event.
flly wrestlers who have not
MCZCZTURCEISEETE

Mr. Gordon Collins, formerly of the Sir Francis Drake in
San Francisco, ha reecntly joined Costas trained staff.

MEMO

FROM

RAY K. FARRIS, C.L.U.

Don’t be late to make your date with these experts for that
sparkling, Christmasy look.
Stple Cuts 2.50

Style Sets 3.00

TONY

CYpress 7-3640

AN

How to plan
a post-graduate

ita/00 814T(
SHOW TIMES
10:20:
TOWNE: ’ koehe "
"Mile. Gobiais," 0:35.
7:00.
Sky,"
for
"Reach
SARATOGA:
10:30; -Success," 8:45.
STUDIO: -Pal Joey," 7:20. 10:43;
"Torero," 6:00: 4:23.
El RANCHO: "Until They Sail,"
8:52: "Operation !decibel)," 6:46,
12:08: "Left Hand of God," 10:27.
MAYFAIR: "Bus Stop," 6:59, 10.4:
"Girl Can’t Help It," 8:48.
FOX: "Hell in KOMI." 6:58. 10:03

"Rodisn,- 8:25

EL

I I 79,

RANCHO
"Until They Sail"

Joan Fontein.

Paul Newmen

PT., Laurie
Jeee Smorsorts

(UCFranPoly),

(Ore-

Gymnastics Meet
Scheduled Today

MAYFAIR
MARILYN MONROE in
"BUS STOP"
JAYNE MANSFIELD in
"GIRL CAN’T HELP IT"
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

STUDIO
"PAL JOEY"
plus
"TORERO"
Award winner of Venire Film Festival,
Also Bullfighting Supreme
111111111111111111111111111111111111III1IIIiim
11111111111111111111111111111111111IIII111111111

"Operation Madball"
"Leff Hand of God"

SECURITY
PROGRAM!
Making big plans for the
years ahead? Then it’s a
good idea to remember that
basic financial security
should be part and parcel of
those plans.
There’s no better time than
right nowwhile you’re still
young and can take advantage of lower premium rates
up your lifetime
to set
security program through
life insurance. New York
Life’s new Whole Life policy
gives your present (or future) dependents a minimum
of $10,000 protection. It
builds high cash values
steadily. It can provide you
with a monthly income
when you retire. Yet the
premiums are In line with
modest budgets. Why not get
the facts and think it over?

Military Equipment
Accessories
And Luggage

At a New Location

MARC HICK’S
223 SOUTH FIRST
CY 2-7969

141071,46 CAN STOP TN(
,P.OP Of

RC1 DA N!

THE FLYING MONSTER

p.tb,TECIONCOLOR
Starts TODAY!
and "HELL IN KOREA"

RAY K. FARRIS, C L.U.
RANK OF AMERICA BUILDING

"Sweet Smell of Success"
Tony Curtis
Burt Lancaster

CYpress 3-0550

On’ Fr
c.v. 7- 30
4C 0

"RIVIERA"
"MADAM GOBETTE"

San Jose

*

*

Longest in Town

Rent a Bike

BEEF TURKEY
CORNED BEEF
50c
Cold Crisp Salads
Duplicated"
Ifniffd but
-11ciiroorn" Available
For P,,,,afe Partis
19 N. Market St., CY 3-7695
HAM

Lightweight & Bicycles for 2

PAUL’S CYCLES

REDUCE

GAIN

4" on your WAIST
3 on your HIPS
3" on your LEGS
15 Lbs. WEIGHT

3" on your CHEST

2" on your ARMS
2- on your LEGS
IS Lbs. WEIGHT

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
at

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB

The "quip of the week," which
appeared in the University of Red.
land’s Bulldog, concerned the appearance of deficiency notices in
the midst of Greek organizations’
activities. A perplexed student asked. "Are we going to he socially
adjusted or pass our classes this
semester?"
-

[PATRONIZE YOUR
ADVERTISERS

CY 7-3251

413 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

OTT/)
SHE
THE GASOLINE WITH TCP
Finest Automotive Maintenance
Excellent Lubrication
Fast, Courteous Service
Convenient

If you’re late for class, we’ll park your car for you

STATE SHELL SERVICE
CY 5-8968

98 SOUTH FOURTH
Across from Student Union

See Your Roos Representative:
Bill Moore
Bill Young
Ernie George
Sherry Robinson
Carolyn Kirby
Doug Miller

Camels \
walk \
miles wr
too!
8.

"I imagined
I ate pizza
in my form
fitting corset"
at

cw.v..c.tAND

writ* ...phone ...or visit
"Reach For The Sky"
w;th Kenneth Moore
The Story of Douglas Bader

Janko’s
100 f 111 tau

ONE YEAR FREE!

Jones (Washington) Bill
Striiigel (OOP). Jack Douglas (Stanford),
Ron
Whisatcroft
(cal.), Bob Vagained victory in other collegiate
sa (USC), and Bunny Aldrich (WSC).
meets are allowed to participate.
The meet is the first of the season
for the Spartan aggregation.
Mumby considers the following as top contenders to nab
titles: Warner Vargas, 125-lbs.;
Marsh Canipbell, 135-lbs.: Paul
Gonelia, 157-lbs.; Fred Druet,
Members of the San Jose State
167-lbs.; Torn Burr, 177-lbs.; and
gymnastics squad, along with forNick Sanger, heavyweight.
slier Spartan gymnasts, will vie In
Teams entered in the tourna- an Inter -squad meet this morning
ment along with SJS are Santa at 10:30 in Spartan Gym.
Action is scheduled in 10 events,
Clara, San Jose Junior College,
Modesto Junior College, Stanford, with the limit set at three events
California, Olympic Club, San for each participant. Members of
Francisco State, Moffett Field Na- Coach Bill Gustafson’s Mondayval Air Station. and YMCA teams Wednesday class in -Techniques of
from San Francisco, Oakland and Teaching Gymnastics" are handling arrangements for the meet.
Berkeley.
Mickey Zavack and Jack AlberThe SJS varsity opens its dual
ti,
veterans on the Spartan team,
meeting
the
meet season Tuesday,
are expected to fare well in the
University of California Bears at
exhibition. Twenty-two gymnasts
8 p.m. at Berkeley.
are slated to compete.
The Spartans schedule lists 13
dual meets and eight tournaments.

AROTC ND ROTC

Salon of Style

men

For Fun and Health

Perplexed Student

COSTA’S
257 SOUTH FIRST STREET

gon), Jim

EGEIAND PRAISED
Gil Egeland v. as the wily performer Mc Pherson praised, although he feels 6-5 Bob Larson is
"coming along real well."
Larson Was the only casualty
on the trip, suffering a braised
hip and thumb Jam.
be hi
good shape by tomorrow, houever. the SJS skipper intimated.
If sets ice-returnee Larson is net
ailing, the Spartan starting cast
against Stanford will show Egeland and Larson at forwards and
Mary Branstrom at center, with
Eddie Diaz and either Don Rye or
Ned Fltzgearld on the outside.

If these results are not obtained within 60 days.

Stan Keith, senior guard on the
Spartan’s 1957 football squad, has
been nominated to receive the annual Glenn (Pop) Warner Memorial Award. This award is given to
the West Coast’s most valuable
senior college football player.
USC’s Jon Arnett won the award
last year. Ballots were mailed
Tuesday to 400 sports writers,
broadcasters and coaches.
Other nominees: Den Peterson
LA), Wayne Welker (Idaho), Joe
cis (OSC), Dan Delgado (Cal
Dean Philpott (FSC), Jim Shanley

last coote,o A.t So .! lias ’gala!
this young season.

SANDWICHES

1435 THE ALAMEDA
CYpress 3-9766

Stan Keith
Nominated
For Award

25c

ond best puint-hagger last season.
and 6-2 Doug Warren operating at
the guard spots.
Due to a soup-thick fog, the 10-’
man Spartan traveling team did;
not return here until 6 p.m. last,
night. Following a two-hour drill.
Coach Walt McPherson dispatched
his charges toward t’..zir homes
. . . and studies.
"Stanford is a very aggressive Wish." McPherson warned,
which could be very hod news
for us. Then. too, they’ve got two
of the best shooters around In
John Arrillaga and Paul Neumann."
As for the Oregon defeats, the
locals blew hot and’colcl. Following
a top offensive display and a soggy
defensive effort in the find game,
the Spartans delivered a mediocre
offense and a tough defense in the

SAN REMO’S
218 WILLOW

CY 4-4009

5

--

It’s

a shame they can’t enjoy
the mildness of Desert Boots!
A soft, light, tough brushed
leather with plantation crepe
soles. For ail casual wear 12.95

(guys, come in your
SPECIAL 0 AGENT

New York Life
Insurance Company

ew..iffeelSe

favorite skiviesI

Best PIZZA Anywhere!

Kirov 13.44ro
FIRST at SANTA CLARA

-41TATIT %N 104fTY

Candle Ceremonies Herald
Parties; Engagements of Couples

Sororities Plan Christmas
Door Decorations. Elect Officers
ALPHA till
Patty Hendrix is new president
of Alpha Phi. Assisting her will be
Marilyn Lloyd, vice president and
pledge trainer. Pat Moriarty. vice
president and scholarship chairman: Mary llama recording secretary; Ginger Lee. corresponding
secretary, Cynthia Noble. treasurer: Judy Waldner. chaplain: Sue
Arnautou. marshal!: Jeri Bullock.
Quarterly correspondent: and Ann
Polhemus. guard.
This Sunday the big doings of
the Alpha Phis will be a Christmas
party given by Heather Gallaway
at her home in San Carlos.
Nina Carson and Cynthia Noble
are in charge of the annual Christmas party for underprivileged children to be held at the chapter
’house.
I CHI OMEGA
The annual Chi Omega -Alpha
. Tau Omega Christmas party for
inderprivilegerl children will be
held at the ATO house on Dec. 15.
’Entertainment. refreshments and
a isit from Santa Claus will highlight the party. Geri Dorsa is
chairman.
Diane Laporte is chairman for
the Christmas door decorations.
DELTA GAMMA
The underprivileged children’s
Christmas party gisen by Delta
Gamma, Pi Kappa Alpha and Kappa Alpha will be held at the VFW
Hall Sunday. according to Judy
Gleason. publicity chairman. Gifts
and entertainment will be offered
for the children.
DELTA ZETA
Delta Zeta’s Christmas philanthropy is twofold this year. since
the chapter will sponsor a dinner!
for a needy family and also present gifts to Agnews State Hospital patients.
A dessert party is scheduled by
’.0 Mothers’ Club for Saturday ,

uiti

Ill OMEGA
receised red carnations Mondas night at the chapter
meeting f Alpha Chi Omega. Chosen as "outstanding" are Paula
Kesserneier, Marilyn Carlson. Nancy Hanselman. Sands Creech. Ca ml Heidt and Dottie McCaron.
A successful sneak was pulled
Saturday night by the pledges who
took the actives to Los Gatos.
A caroling exchange will high- ,
light the evening of Dec. 16 for
the AChiOs and the Alpha Tau
Omegas. Coffee and doughnuts will
be served following the exchange
A patty for underprivileged children will be held with the Sigma
Nus on Dec. 18.

afternoon at the elhipter
The pledge dance will be held
at Brookdale Lodge following a
pre-dance party at the house.
GAMMA rini HET.%
Gamma Phi Beta and Delta Upsalon are busy with plans for the
annual Christmas party for underprivileged children, slated for
Dec. 17
A pledge tea for the actives will
be held Dec. 15 under the chairmanship of Judy Murray.

1

!Lambda (’hi Alph.i. to Greer Leonard who presently is teaching in
!
Bakersfield, was announced at a ;
recent mewling. Miss Leonard, a
graduate of hfillsaps College, Jack’ son, Miss., recened her masters i
degree from the University of
Pennsy Is ania.
BERRETTONI-sTORZ
The tradition,.; oandle, passed at
the Delta Gamm,, house recently,
disclosed the emagement of Phyllis Berrettoni and Kurt Stun..
Both Miss Berrettoni, senior education major, and her fiance, a senior education motor at Menlo Col -1

lege, are from Woodland.
FREITAS-FIELDCAMP
The candle ritual announced the
engagement of Carole Fieldcam
and John Freitas recently at the
Delta Gamma house. The bride -tohe is a sophomore home economics
major from San Jose. Freitas was
affiliated with Delta Upsilon while
attending SJS. A late summer
wedding is planned.
DAVIS-LADW143
A December wedding is planned
by Les Davis, a 184 Club member,
and Lois Ladwig, who announced
their engagement last month.
WF.BB-ALLISION
Gary Webb told his Sigma Nil

parian ..._Cociety
&others of his engagement to Pat
Allision, a senior art nuijor at San
Francisco State, where she is affiliated with Alpha Chi Alpha. The
couple both from Bakersfield, plan
an August wedding.

Auto Repair
I Arts **pair
G
IAIM
Auton,.cc Transmission Specialty
CY 5-4247
Student Rates
456 E. See Salvador, Sea Jos*

HINHAVV-MERKICK
Glenda Merrick. of Los Banos,.
revealed her engagement to Jim
I
Hushaw to her Sigma Kappa
ters on Dec 9. Miss Merrick is al
senior business education major.,
Presently Hushaw, who was affiliated with Kappa Alpha, is servmg in the Air Force

CAR WASH
51.00 WITH COUPON
Pqular Price $1 25
2 MINUTE CAR WASH
225 N. MARKET ST.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
A senior sneak was pulled last
week by the Kappa Alpha Thetas
Whatever
when they went to San Francisco
the
to visit Skipper Kent’s and to dine
occasion
at Bimbo’s 365 Club.
Say it
By CATHY FERGUSON
Brent Heisinger of Delta Upsi24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE
with
Two door Christmas decoration
lon is the Thetas’ candidate for the
COMPLETE AUTO PAINTING
Don’t look now. but it’s that time again.
Flowers
contests are now under way.
Joe College contest.
Time to skip the midterm, shun your friends, break your dates
Jerry’s Body Shop
One is the traditional contest
A party for underprivileged chil- and scribble oil that long oserdne letter home. You went home for
CYpress 7-7297
FLOWER
dren will be given this afternoon Thanksgiving, sou argue? No doubt your parents couldn’t have seen sponsored by the Associated Women Students, and the other is a
1617 POMONA AVENUE
SHOP
at the house with members of the less of you had there been no Thanksgiving holidays.
sponsored contest,
184 Club.
So break down and write that one letter per semester. Of course, Delta Sigma Phi
CY 2-0442 10th & Sesta Clore
most people net an inspiration to write even their names, so I sug- starting this year.
KAPPA DELTA
The deadline for applications for
Open at I P.M.
gest you inspire yourself with thoughts of money and write home for
Children of the Ming QuongPizza with a "Porsenality"
the funds. This won’t be too inspiring to your parents, but you have the AWS contest is today, accordEPISCOPAL
Home will be honored at a Christ- at
least put more than your name to a piece of napkin from the Coop, ing to Nina Carson and Cynthia
HOUSE OF PIZZA
twoc.. at Trinity 81 North 2nd
mas party sponsored jointly by that yoli
Noble, chairmen, and is open to
snatched for stationery.
,
.
P.1,,,,i
W
Kappa Delta anti Alpha Phi Omeall student organizations. The Del315 Almaden Aye., CY 7-9908
8 00 AM Holy Communion
LUSTER OF THE LIB.
18.
ga,
Dec.
Auditorium
Near the Coic
ta Sig sponsored contest is open to
9:30 and 11:00 A.M.
Another good topic is the lovely scenery around the school which
WorshIp Services
Mothers of the new pledge class
fraternities only, says Dick Mills,
would
inspire
such
a
tette{
as:
will be guests at a tea this afterchairman.
Dear Mom and Dad:
noon from 2 to 5 at the chapter
The AWS contest will be judged
81 SIDESS
I lose the glistening dew on the barb wire strung arrows the
liteElaniS
house.
Monday and the DSP contest Tuesthe
library
of
...
roof
96E son HERM, (4.2-7S0
day.
Kappa Delta chairman of the
or
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Christmas door decoration
AWS
If
you
don’t
feel
so
moved, there is always college life to write
els
SPECIAL STUDENT
contest is Donna Chester. Scholar- about and the men and women who make
Student Fellowship
RATE. 3 MONTHS IFP
up this institution. How
CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
ship dinner was held last night at about
Studnt Christian Center
-Disciples
Congregation
Havenly Foods under the chairDear Mom and Dad,
92 South Fifth Street
Coffee Date?
Invites
You
to
...
manship of Karen Parkinson.
Got stuck again with another blind date last night who claims
Offic Hours: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
SUPPER
SNACK
Advisor on Campus
her name is Mergatroy Wapster who likes to look at "groovey little
PHI Mr
WORSHIP
Mrs. Roy E. Butcher
DIERKS DONUTS
STUDY
Spirit is riding high at the Phi leaves- on the sidewalk ...
SUNDAY PROGRAM, DEC. iS
And if you have been ill lately what better way to start mit than:
FELLOWSHIP
6 AM. to it P.M.
Mu house, which will hold a treeCanterbury Christmas meeting at
Dear Mom and Dad.
Sunday Everting 6:30 P.M.
this
afternoon
beparty
decorating
Mrs.
Butcher’s home. 1667 Topeka
379 AUZERAIS STREET
I’ve been sick. Oh, have I BEEN sick. Never been sicker. Thought
90 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
at 7:00 P.M.
tween the pledges and the Delta
I’d die. Never should have gone on that exchange .
Sigma Phi pledges.
TWENTY SHAENING DAYS
z.:"..41allieloiree.444,10a01.0.40.4.0.4.10‘,01.1.01444061eteislefeeWesAaWies,
Sunday evening the pledges will
If you hasen’t been sick, then just remember that there are just z
.
.
eive a Christmas party for the ac20 more school days until finals, until term protects and papers arc
toes at the home of Pat Brbwrie.
,s.
due, until incompletes are completed, etc. and this will make you sick .
st.
HAN ENLY FOOD
The Methodist Student Center in San Jose sa
A Christmas party is on the enough to write home and
say:
CV
NORTH
FIFTH
STREET
:
2-3707
24
Z,Z
for Brandon Home.
agenda
Dear Pop:
FOR PARTIES
O
,Ot
Merry Jo Chapman is in charge
"I’ve been ,o swamped with studies that I now only have time for 1:
THIS
SUNDAY
rfioNE,
of the AWS door-decorating con- , my social life. save been doing pretty good in English though, for I s;
Finest Pizza in the World
12:15 P.M. Coffee Fellowship in Wesley Ilall s’,’
1
test for Phi alit.
a’ tr,i
finally got this guy to ask me out for coffee when he found out 1.4e .ss
3:30 P.M. Council Meeting
had
both
flunked
the
midterm
carte
a
la
DINNERS
Zs
PIZZA GARDENS
..:
5.00 P.M. Wesley Choir
Rehearsal
If
still
by
this
time,
but
folk,
want
to
let
the
1347 MOUE ROAD
from 5130
hack
that
7:00
P.M.
The
wesley
Singers
present
Tile
s:
you
are
still
alive
O
and
kicking, get your name
CY 2Q75)
.
Bayshore at Julian
in the paper Just start a controversylike why do $1 coffee cups ‘..
Life of Jesus," in music. Also tla O.
The n o t e d Eiencii-Ainciican
We cater to Parties
hold
0’91i coffee when no one has a nickle to his name .
10
Res.
Mr.
Paul
Kurtz
speaking
on
composer and author. Dane Muth-,
Henry Ge nor. S TB
"Love in a Christian Context."
:,’
It
yar. will give an illustrated lecDirector
Ireoee.eetTelelialsce,..e.g.".01,..W.,...,,,e1010101.4-0.1.414a‘eeeseet.e",0101.4.4Oree.VZ
ture entitled, "Fifty Yea rs of
Modern Music," Monday at 7 p
ELOUVRE
HAVE YOU TR! ED
in the Concert Hall_
Canterhurs Club Christ m a sl
Student Chapter of the CaliforMISS JONES ?
meeting, Sunday, 7 p.m., home of nia Society of Frofessionai Engin2nd AND SAN ANTONIO
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
Mrs. Roy E. Butcher, 1667 Tope- eers, Dr. Vincent Salmon of StanMUSIC NITELY
HI-WAY MOTEL
ka St.
ford Research Institute will lecSERVICES
SUNDAY
Apartments
and
Units
60
EXCEPT MONDAY
Chess Chill, tournament, open to ture on "Recent Advances in
Coffee Shop Restaurant
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
all students Information and rules , Acoustics," tonight, 7:30, El 18.
Heated Seimming Pool
7:30 EVENING SERVICE
Free TV end Room Phones
-,ilable in Student Union.
Wesley Foundation, the Rev.
Dr. Clarence Sands Minister554- W. SANTA CLARA
Christian science Organization, Paul Kurtz will speak on "Love in
2112 S. FIRST STREET
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
regular testimonial meeting, Tues- a Christian Context," also special
. AT THE UNDERPASS
day,
7:30
p
.
College
Chapel.
choral
worship
service,
’The
Life
BESIDE THE MERMAID
Cireido ( astellano, ..Christmas of Jesus," Sunday. 7 p.m . 24 N.
TRI-C
SIR FRANCIS
party. Saturday, 7:30 p.m., Guil- 5th St.
lermo Sander’s, 348 S. 7th St., Apt
DELICATESSEN
"A Group with YOU in mind"
3. Members 50 cents: non-memCollege Students
Callaway’s
Crystal
EVERY SUNDAY
bers. 75 cent,.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Freshman Class, Soph-F rosh
Creamery
930 A.M. Leadership Seminar
Mixer corm-toffee, auditions for
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
MEALS 75c to $1.00
Fall Quarter: Comparative World Religions
Soph-Frosh Mixer, Monday, 430
Dinner
Banquet Accommodations
THE
PINK
BUILDING
2nd and SAN ANTONIO
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium.
7th & E. SANTA CLARA
to College Org.
Junior Class, publicity commitRates
cigarette
lighter
and
For that special fellow in your life ... a
tee, work on Junior Prom, today,
Cell CL 1.0747 for Reservations
case for Christmas. Doesn’t smoke? . . . don’t fret we have a
2:30 p.m., student Union.
1616 E. SANTA CLARA ST. i Kappa Phi, meeting to plan
complete selection of gifts for non-smokers too ...
Christmas party for underprivilegPENCILS
PENS
LIGHTERS
RAZORS
ed. today, 4 p.m.. Student Union.
476 SOUTH TENTH
,
Leeturb, e,,nposer-author Dane
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
RINGS
WATCHES
TIE CLASPS
CUFF LINKS
featuring
d’Alreblis
Rudhyar on Fifty Years of Modern Music." Monday. 7 p.m., Music
224 MERIDIAN ROAD
QUICK SERVICE
at
Building Cowart Hall
Presbyterian.College Fellowship,
PS. Use our
A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
Ham & Eggs
70c
lay -ay
Christmas dinfter.
speaker. the
Bacon & Eggs
70c
Monthly
plan
Rev. V. Is,r
F:mmel on "The
SERVICES:
250 SOUTH FIRST STREIT
Hot Cakes
25c
Significance f the I ncarna t ion,"
Playing Cards
9:30 A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
Sunday. 6 ii
, Student Christian
Egg Omelets
65c
WORSHIP SERVICE
10:45 A.M.
Center. Dress -sport. 50 cents, opONLY . . . . $5.00
en to all students.
YOUTH MEETING
6:00 P.M.
LUNCH PLATE
WITH MB CARD
Psi Chi, speaker, Dr. Herbert
7:30 P.M.
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
Mann. on hypnotism, tonight, 7:30.
Good Daily Ercept Sat., Sun.,
THOMAS G. SUTTON Pastor
at home of Di Earl Jandrun, 2783
ar,c1 Holidays
Main Course Changes
Croshy
S nta Clara. Members
For sale by Owner: Boarding
CYpress 4-2873
oli Itt.NT
Daily
House space for ten occupants up- i
are requeste,r to bring $2 fees for
Stairs. ample parking. Large lot.
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HILLVIEW
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Carla
Board
Km.
Spring (*bow to college. CY 2-1616 after
Spartan Or
Sem Merton Manor
Fun Night,
43 S. 5th 5 P.M and weekends.
COURSE
St CY 7-9963.
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;ht, 8 to 11 p.m.,
- ----JOSE
SAN
TULLY ROAD
WANT=
Women’,
Furnished house for $110 for three
"Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?" q
college boys. yard garage, close In i Third male to share new house..
city. Hostess Service -3140 W. San
’ Near east side CL 1-1519.
i
Carlos.
-to
and
Valley
Ride
from
:
Castro
Male students to share large house
with same. Kitchen privileges 830 ’ daily. JE 7-27/40,
Church of Christ Christian Church
per mo. 720 S. 3rd CY 5-8121 after Wanted Someone to drive ear to
5.
CY 2-7443
790 SOUTH 12th STREET
LA. immed. Call CY 3-7538, 6
P.M.
FOR S- ALE
SUNDAY SERVICES December IS
Wanted: Male student to share
--College ego class at 2:45 lible School Hour is taught by David Elliott,
Got the custom hug? But no ear. apartment. $28 a mo. 76 S. 11th
instructor hi Sposicii Department it SAC.
’49 (’hey. (1. Coupe. New paint, St. CY 7-853.5.
RI!, WW. engine good cond. CY
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for
Rostov,.
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on
Dec.
3- 3422, 92 N. 8th
Make it a
15th I New earl. Need two riders
Morning Worship Services,
Duplicate
11:00
8:30,
Mercury 2 -Door, JUL CrdrIve. to help drive and share exp. CY
MERRY CHRISTMAS
9:45 Bible School, classes for ell egos.
74542.
2.600 CY 3-46148.
112 SOUTH 2ND CY 2-1447
5:30 Discussion Groups for all oyes.
at
olkan age ’33 Cam. Porshe 1300
p,0,4444:30 boning SiseArit
WANTED: LOWELL VOI-Nti
Eng. Sarlh’ Instrument cluster.
LOU’S VILLAGE
FIVP new W.W. Excel. cond. $1675.
FOR JrNIOR CLAMS PRES.
Of TIE Y ARIAS FINEST
HAROLD E. GALLAGHER, Minionr
Nursery
of PART
CYpress 3-4570
Cl. 8-3658.
wet
Mb.

HEnnEos

eeeig lindere,citimate

Yule Decorations
Will Be Judged
In Door Contests

BAKMAS

Wesley Foundation
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ACE
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75c
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